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Abstract
Based on our previous finding that metabolically controlled cell hydration is sensitive to the changes of physicochemical properties of
cell aqua medium, which take place upon the effect of weak physical signals, including microwaves with non-thermal intensity (NT
MW), it has been hypothesized that cell aqua medium serves as a primary target for NT MW effect on brain tissue. To elucidate the nature of the metabolic pathway through which the effect of NT MW-induced changes of physicochemical properties of cell aqua medium
modulate cell hydration, the effects of intraperitoneal (IP) injection of PS treated by NT MW on brain tissue hydration, 45Ca2+ uptake,
[3H]-ouabain binding with cell membrane and intracellular cyclic nucleotides have been studied. The obtained data indicate that PS treated by NT MW through the activation of high affinity ouabain receptors in membrane stimulates cAMP-dependent Na+/Ca2+ exchange in
reverse mode (R), which leads to brain tissue hydration in healthy (young) and dehydration in non-healthy (old) rats.
As NT MW radiation-induced activation of R Na+/Ca2+ exchange leads to the increase of intracellular Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i), it is considered as a
potential factor leading to the brain functional impairment, especially when brain metabolic activity is depressed (e.g. during aging).
Keywords: Brain Cortex; Cell Hydration; Cyclic AMP; Intracellular Ca2+; Microwave Radiation.

1. Introduction
More than three decades have passed since the discovery that nonthermal microwaves (NT MW) with less intensity than thermal
threshold are characterized by the biological effects on living objects [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
Although there is a great number of data on the significant effects
of NT MW on the enzymatic activity in brain tissues and immune
properties of organism [6], [7], the nature of primary metabolic
target(s), through which NT MW effects are realized, is not clear
yet. Since the phenomenon of the biological effect of NT MW
cannot be explained from the point of classic thermodynamics [8],
it is clear that the electron, which has high charge to mass ratio
could serve as a target for such an extremely low energy impact
[9], [10].
Since the water content of head skin and sub-skin tissues has high
sorption properties for NT MW, the energy of the latter cannot
reach to brain tissue. Considering the fact that the valence angle of
water molecules, determining physicochemical properties of water, is extra-sensitive to non-ionizing radiation, including NT MW,
[11], [12], [13], the water content of skin and sub-skin tissue has
been suggested as a primary target for the biological impact of NT
MW on organisms [4], [13].
Our previous study has shown that when MW radiation penetrates
into rat’s brain through brain skin (containing 73% water), specific
absorption rate(SAR) equals to 5,8 mW/cm2, and when it reaches
to brain tissues, SAR is <1,63mW/cm2. This value of SAR has
dose-dependent modulation effect on brain tissue hydration [14].
However, the nature of the messenger through which NT MW
modulates the structural changes in cell aqua medium and

metabolically controls brain tissue hydration has not been
elucidated yet.
Based on the facts that in living cells: a) water, being a common
medium for intracellular reactions, determines the metabolic activity of cells, b) intracellular osmotic pressure exceeds the extracellular one, c) cell membrane has high permeability for water [15],
[16] and d) water molecule dissociation and reactive oxygen species (ROS) are increased after NT MW radiation, it is suggested
that water molecules and their dissociation products are primary
messengers for NT MW effect on cell metabolism. To check this
hypothesis the effects of intraperitoneal (IP) injection of physiological solution (PS) preliminarily treated by NT MW on tissue
dehydration, [3H]-ouabain binding with membrane, 45Ca2+ uptake
and intracellular content of cyclic nucleotides in rats’ brain cortex
have been studied.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Animals
All procedures performed on animals were carried out following
the protocols approved by Animal Care and Use Committee of
Life Sciences International Postgraduate Educational Centre
(LSIPEC, Yerevan, Armenia).
Experiments were performed on 273 adult and 27 old albino rats.
They were regularly examined, kept under control of the veterinarians in LSIPEC and reserved in a specific pathogen-free animal
room under optimum conditions of 12 h light/dark cycles, at temperature of 22 ± 2oC, with a relative humidity of 50% and were
fed ad libitum on a standard lab chow and water.
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2.2. Chemicals
Tyrode’s PS containing (in mM) 137 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2,
1.05 MgCl2, 5 C6H12O6, 11.9 NaHCO3, and 0.42 NaH2PO4, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH was used. In order to receive 50% PS,
68.5mM of NaCl was replaced with 2M of non-metabolizing substance - mannitol dissolved in PS for maintaining the osmolarity
of the solution. K+-free solution had an excess of 5.4mM NaCI
above normal. All chemicals were obtained from “Medisar” Industrial Chemical Importation Company (Yerevan, Armenia).
[3H]-ouabain with specific activity (25.34 Ci/mM) and nonradioactive ouabain (PerkinElmer, Massachusetts, USA) from 10 11
M to 10-4M concentrations dissolved in PS were used for IP
injections and tissue incubation.

2.3. Source of MW radiation
Device for MW therapy “Artsakh-04M” (Quantum Medicine Association Coloyaro-2000, Moscow, Russian Federation) was used
as MW source. It consists of a microprocessor managing system
of solid-state generation of MW in the ranges of 90-160GHz with
amplitude modulation with 0–99Hz pulse-rate. In experiments a
noise with frequency spectrum of 90-160 GHz modulated with
4Hz was used. The device has a dielectric antenna, the tip of
which has a diameter of 5mm2. At the tip of antenna MW is released with SAR=1.49 mW/g. The energy of MW absorbed by 1
ml PS was estimated by a high precision differential calorimetric
device “Biophys MWD-001” (LSIPEC, Yerevan, Armenia) [17].
SAR was measured according to the following equation: SAR =
CPS ∆T/∆t, where C is PS specific heating capacity, ∆T – the
change of absolute temperature, and ∆t – exposure time.
In the experiments the temperature of 1 ml PS, which was initially
20οC, raised by 0.219οC after treated by NT MW for 10 min,
which corresponds to SAR=1.49 mW/g. As the volume of NT
MW-treated PS used in the experiments was 30ml, having surface
of 10cm2 and 3cm thickness, SAR by which 30 ml PS was treated
was considered ~ 0.05mW/g.
Sham and MW treatments of PS used for in vivo (IP injection) and
in vitro experiments were performed by the following way: the tip
of the dielectric antenna was inserted in a tube containing 30 ml
PS having 10cm2 surface and 3cm thickness, sham and MW treatments of PS were carried out by exposing PS for 10 min at the
same conditions and the device was switched off and on, respectively.
To stabilize the initial temperature of 30ml PS treated by NT MW,
the tube with 30ml PS was kept in water bath for 10 min with the
temperature of 20oC. Then NT MW-treated PS was used both for
in vivo (IP injection) and in vitro (bathing medium of brain slices)
experiments.

2.4. Tissue preparation
It is well known that anesthetics with different chemical and
pharmacological profiles significantly affect metabolic processes,
which play an important role in regulation of cell volume [18],
[19]. Therefore, in present experiments animals were sharply immobilized by freezing method (dipping their noses into liquid
nitrogen for 3-4 sec) and decapitated [20]. After such a procedure
the full absence of somatic reflexes on extra stimuli was recorded.
Tissues of cortex were isolated (10 samples from each animal); the
weight of each sample was from 50 to 70 mg. For each experimental group three animals were chosen. All data were received
from three independent experiments.

2.5. Definition of water content of brain tissues
Water content of brain tissue was determined by traditional “tissue
drying” method [21]. After measuring the wet weight (w.w.) of
brain tissue it was dried in oven (Factory of Medical Equipment,
Odessa, Ukraine) for 24h at 105oC for determination of dry weight
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(d.w.). The quantity of water in 1g of d.w. tissue was counted by
the following equation: (w.w.–d.w.)/d.w.
2.6. Counting of [3H]-ouabain receptors in membrane
To estimate the number of Na+/K+-ATPase molecules in membrane, the number of [3H]-ouabain molecules binding with cell
membrane was counted. In vivo experiments [ 3H]-ouabain was
intraperitoneally injected to animals. After 30min animals were
sacrificed and brain slices were dissected and incubated in 100 ml
ouabain-free PS. To remove surface-adherent and extracellular
tracer, brain slices were washed fivefold; each wash was about
5min in duration, in normal (ouabain-free) PS. After determination
of wet and dry weights of samples, they were homogenized in 50
µl of 68% HNO3 solution. Then 2ml of Bray’s scintillation fluid
was added and chemoluminescence of samples was quantified
with 1450-MicroBeta liquid scintillation counter (WallacOy, Turku, Finland). The number of ouabain molecules binding with cell
membranes was defined per mg of dry weight of samples. The
ouabain concentration injected to the animal was adjusted to animal body weight (10-xM/g of animal weight). The volume of the
injected PS was also adjusted to the weight of animals (0.2 ml/g of
animal weight). Respective concentrations of ouabain used in vivo
experiments were added in PS where brain slices were bathing.

2.7. Measurement of 45Ca2+ uptake
45

Ca2+ uptake was measured by the following way: 0.0115mM
CaCl2 from 1.8 mM was substituted by radioactive 45Ca2+ (11.2
mCi/l) in PS. Animals were intraperitioneally injected with 45Ca2+
(with 0.187 mCi/g radioactivity of body weight) dissolved in
sham- and NTMW-treated PS. After 30 min animals were decapitated and brain samples were incubated for 30 min in PS (as a
control) and PS once containing 10-9M and once 10-4M ouabain.
Then all samples were dried in thermostat during 24h at 105oC.
The quantity of 45Ca2+ uptake by brain slices was expressed by
Cpm/mg d. w.

2.8. Determination of cAMP content in the samples
Determination of cAMP content in the samples was performed
according to the cyclic AMP [125I] RIA KIT manual (PerkinElmer
Life
sciences,
Inc.)
(http://www.perkinelmer.com/labsolutions//resources/docs/MAN_cAMPRadioimmunoassayKit.pdf). Precipitation of proteins from plasma or tissues has been accomplished with trichloroacetic acid (TCA). Frozen tissue samples
were homogenized at 4°C with 6% TCA to make a 1 mL 10%
(w/v) homogenate. Equal volume of cold 10% TCA was added
supernatants. TCA extracts were centrifuged at 2,500 x g at 4°C
for 15 min. The supernatant was collected and extracted 4 times
with 5x volume of water-saturated ether. After this the ether phase
was discarded. Later, the samples were placed in a water bath at
70-80°C and evaporated to dryness under a stream of air. The
residue was dissolved in Assay Buffer and 100 µL of this solution
was used directly in the Assay. The counting of the samples was
performed by Wallac 1450 liquid scintillation counter (WallacOy,
Turku, Finland). The concentration of cAMP in the samples was
determined by interpolation from the standard curve.

2.9. Determination of cGMP content in the samples
Determination of cGMP content in the samples was performed
according to the cyclic GMP [125I] RIA KIT manual (PerkinElmer
Life
sciences,
Inc.)
(http://www.perkinelmer.com/labsolutions/resources/docs/MAN_NEX133.pdf). Precipitation of
proteins from plasma or tissues has been accomplished with TCA.
Frozen tissue samples were homogenized at 4°C with 6% TCA.
Samples were centrifuged at 2,500 x g at 4°C for 15 min. The
supernatant was collected and extracted 4 times with 5ml portions
of water-saturated ether. After this the ether phase was discarded.
Later, the samples were placed in a water bath at 70-80°C and
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evaporated to dryness under a stream of air. The residue was dissolved in Assay Buffer and 100 µL of this solution was used directly in the Assay. The counting of the samples was performed by
Wallac 1450 liquid scintillation counter (WallacOy, Turku, Finland). The concentration of cGMP in the samples was determined
by interpolation from the standard curve.

2.10. Statistic analysis
Microsoft Excel and Sigma-Plot (Version 8.02A, NY, USA) were
used for data analyses. Significance in comparison with the sham
group was calculated with Student’s paired t-test with the following symbols (*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001).

3. Results
Our previous study has shown that the direct brain radiation of
4Hz-modulated 90–160GHz NT MW leads to dehydration in
head skin and brain tissues (cortex, sub-cortex and cerebellum)
of rats. In the same study it has been shown that the incubation of snail single neuron in 4Hz-modulated and 90–160 GHz
NT MW-treated PS brings to neuronal shrinkage [14]. However,
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the nature of the metabolic mechanism responsible for the changes
of tissue hydration needs to be elucidated.
It is known that among numerous metabolic mechanisms regulating the cell, Na+/K+-ATPase (working molecule of Na+/K+ pump)
has a central role. In neurons there are three identified isoforms of
Na+/K+-ATPase α catalytic subunit having different functional
properties and affinities to ouabain: α1 (low affinity) and α2 (middle affinity) isoforms are involved in the processes of transporting
Na+ and K+ and are sensitive to high concentrations of ouabain
(from 10-8M to 10-4M), while α3 (high affinity) is not involved in
these processes and has only signaling function and serves as a
gate for intracellular signaling system of cell [22], [23].
In order to elucidate the individual sensitivities of the above mentioned isoforms of Na+/K+-ATPase to NT MW, in the first series
of our experiments the impact of NT MW radiation on dosedependent ouabain-induced brain cortex tissue hydration has
been studied. As it can be seen in Fig.1, NT MW radiation
brings to brain cortex tissue dehydration in the control groups
of rats, which are intraperitoneally injected by ouabain-free
PS, (compare black and white points on ordinate).

Fig. 1: Dose-Dependent Effect of Ouabain on Water Content in Brain Cortex of the Investigated Animals. The Continuous Line Presents the Data on
Sham PS Injection (PS + Ouabain), While the Dash Line Presents the Data on NT MW-Treated PS + Ouabain Injection. Ordinates Indicate the Mean
Value of Water Content in Tissues (G/G of D.W.), Abscissas Indicate [ 3H]-Ouabain Concentrations in Mol (M). Each Point on Lines Represents the Mean
and ±SEMof Tissue Samples from Three Independent Experiments. The Number of Cortex Slices Is 90. The Symbol (***) Indicates P<0.001. The Number of Adult Animals Used for the Experiment Is 144.

Different doses of ouabain under NT MW radiation lead to the
pronounced effects of tissue hydration: low (10 -11M) and high
(10-7M and 10-6M) concentrations of ouabain lead to tissue
dehydration, while 10 -8M ouabain leads to tissue hydration.
Thus, the presented data allow us to conclude that
SAR=0.05mW/g is able to stimulate brain cortex tissue dehydration. As NT MW penetration into biological tissues is less than
one millimeter, its direct effect on animal’s brain can be explained
by NT MW-induced changes of physicochemical properties of
water components of skin and sub-skin tissues [4], [14]. To check
this suggestion in the next series of experiments the effects of IP
injection of NT MW-treated PS on brain cortex hydration in adult
and old animals have been studied. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, in
adult animals, after IP injection of sham-treated PS, hydration in
brain cortex tissue is observed, while in old ones the similar injection leads to the pronounced brain cortex tissue dehydration. In
both groups of animals IP injection of NT MW-treated PS leads to
brain cortex tissue hydration. These data indicate that there are
different mechanisms responsible for stress (PS injection)-induced
and NT MW-induced tissue hydration.
It is known that Na+/K+ pump-induced Na+ gradient on membrane
serves as an energy source for a number of secondary ionic trans-

porters, including Na+/Ca2+ and Na+/H+ exchangers having crucial roles in regulation of intracellular Ca2+ ([Ca2+]i), pH level as
well as in regulation of cell metabolic activity. Therefore, in order to elucidate the possible role of Na+ gradient on membrane in
realization of dehydration effect of NT MW-treated PS on cortex
tissue, the effect of NT MW-treated PS on cortex tissue hydration
has been studied in the conditions where cortex tissue slices are
incubated in PS containing 50% Na+ in both 20oC and 7oC mediums. The data presented in Fig. 3 show that the incubation of brain
cortex slices in NT MW-treated PS containing 100% Na+ at 20oC
(Fig. 3A) increases tissue hydration, while the same procedure at
7oC (Fig. 3B) has a pronounced dehydration effect. It is known
that the decrease of extracellular concentration of Na+ ([Na+]o)
leads to the increase of [Ca2+]i by activating Na+/Ca2+ exchange in
reverse mode (R Na+/Ca2+ exchange) [26]. As Na+/Ca2+ exchange
functions in stoichiometry of 3Na+:1Ca2+, it is predicted that 50%
[Na+]o PS should lead to brain tissue dehydration unlike PS
containing 100% [Na+]o which brings to tissue hydration. As it can
be seen in Fig. 3, 50% Na+ PS both at 20oC and 7oC has dehydration effect on brain cortex tissues.
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Fig. 2: The Changes of Water in Brain Cortex Tissue of Adult and Old Animals in Vivo Experiments in Intact State, After IP Injections of Sham- and NT
MW-Treated PS. Ordinates Indicate the Mean Value of Water Content in Tissues (G/G of D.W.). Data of Each Pair of Bars are compared with Intact
Data. Each Bar Represents the Mean and ±SEM Of Water Content in Tissues (G/G. of D.W.) From Three Independent Experiments.The Number of Slices
of Cortex Is 90. The Symbol (***) Indicates P<0.001. 27 Adult and 27 Old Animals Have Been Used for the Experiment.

Fig. 3: Data of Water Content in Brain Cortex Tissues Incubated in 100% and 50% [Na+]O PS Compared with the Same Data of NT MW-Treated PS at
20oC (A) and 7oC (B) in Vitro Experiments. Ordinates Indicate the Mean Value of Water Content in Tissues (G/G of D.W.). Each bar Represents the
Mean and ±SEM for Three Independent Experiments.The Number of Slices of Cortex Is 120. The Symbols (*) and (**) Indicate P<0.05 and P<0.01,
Respectively. The Number of Adult Animals Used for the Experiments Is 30.

Our earlier work has shown that Ca2+ contents in PS has an
essential role in determination of magnetic sensitivity of
physicochemical properties of PS [27], [28]. To check the role of
Ca2+ in determination of NT MW effect on physicochemical
properties of PS, having modulation effect on brain cortex
hydration, the effect of NT MW-treated PS (where nonradioactive 40Ca2+ was replaced by 45Ca2+ isotope) on brain cortex
hydration has been studied (Fig.4).
As 45Ca2+ has β radiation it is predicted that it should have more
pronounced modulation effect on the structure of PS than 40Ca2+
(non-radioactive). Fig. 4 shows that NT MW-treated PS
containing 45Ca2+ has pronounced dehydration effect on brain
cortex tissue, while NT MW-treated PS containing nonradioactive 40Ca2+ has hydration effect on brain cortex tissue.
The study on the effect of IP injection of NT MW-treated PS on
45
Ca2+ uptake by cortex tissue has shown that the strong activation
of 45Ca2+ uptake (Fig. 5A) is accompanied by tissue dehydration
(Fig. 5B).
Previously it has been shown that 10-9M ouabain, which activates
R Na+/Ca2+ exchange [30], stimulates rats’ brain tissue hydration
[29]. As it can be seen in Fig. 5A, NT MW-treated PS at 10-9M
ouabain compared with the injection of sham-treated PS containing 10-9M ouabain, does not cause significant changes in 45Ca2+
uptake, while at 10-4M ouabain NT MW-treated PS has activation
effect on 45Ca2+ uptake compared with sham one. Furthermore, the
IP injection of NT MW-treated PS containing 45Ca2+ both at
ouabain-free and ouabain containing (10-9M and 10-4M) mediums
has dehydration effecton brain cortex tissue.
As it has been previously shown 10-9M and 10-4M ouabain increase brain cortex tissue hydration, while the effect of 10-9M

ouabain is more pronounced than the effect of 10-4M ouabain (Fig.
5C) [29].
Our previous studies have demonstrated that 10-9M ouabain,
which does not inhibit Na+/K+ pump activity, stimulates 45Ca2+
uptake in snail neurons by cAMP-dependent R Na+/Ca2+ exchange
[28], [30]. As intracellular cyclic nucleotides have a crucial role in
regulation of Ca2+ homeostasis and intracellular signal transduction, the effects of IP injection of PS treated by NT MW on intracellular contents of cAMP and cGMP in brain cortex tissue have
been studied in order to check their possible involvement in the
increase of both cell hydration and 45Ca2+ uptake. The data presented in Fig. 6 indicate that, like in case of nM ouabain [30], IP
injection of NT MW-treated PS significantly elevates intracellular
contents of both cAMP (in 38%) and cGMP (in 12%) in cortex
tissue.
In order to find out whether 10-9M ouabain and NT MW-treated
PS have a common metabolic target through which the modulation
of cortex tissue hydration is realized, the effect of NT MW-treated
PS on dose-dependent [3H]-ouabain binding with cell membrane
has been studied. The data presented in Table 1 indicate that NT
MW-treated PS has strong inhibitory effect on [ 3H]-ouabain
binding with cell membrane at low concentrations (10 -9M-10-7M)
compared with 10-4 M ouabain (Table 1).
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Fig. 4: 45Ca2+ Uptake in Brain Cortex Tissues after IP Injection of NT MW-Treated PS. These Data are compared with those without any 45Ca2+ (the First
Pair of Bars). Ordinates Indicate the Mean Value of Water Content in Tissues (G/G of D.W.). Each bar Represents the Mean and±SEM for Three Independent Experiments. The Number of Slices of Cortex Is 30. The Symbol (***) Indicates P<0.001. The Number of Adult Animals Used in the Experiment
Is 30.

Fig. 5:45Ca2+ (A) and Water Content in Brain Cortex Tissues (B) Incubated in Ouabain-Free PS and NT MW-Treated PS at 10-9M, 10-4M Ouabain. Water
Content in Brain Cortex Tissues Incubated in Ouabain-Free PS and at 10-9M, 10-4M Ouabain Containing Non-Radioactive 40Ca2+ (C).Ordinates on (A)
Indicate the Mean Value of 45Ca2+. Ordinates on (B) and (C) Indicate the Mean Value of Water Content in Tissues (G/G of D.W.) Abscissas Indicate Ouabain Concentrations. Each bar Represents the Mean and ±SEM for Three Independent Experiments. The Number of Slices of Cortex Is 120. The Symbols
(*), (**) and (***) Indicate P< 0.05, P<0.01 and P<0.001, Respectively. The Number of Adult Animals Used in the Experiment Is 54.

Fig. 6: The Effects of IP Injectionof Sham- (Black Columns) and NT MW-Treated (White Columns) PS on Inracellular Contents of cAMP (Left
Columns) and cGMP (Right Columns) Contents in Brain Cortex Tissues. Ordinates Indicate the Mean and ± SEM of Nucleotides. The Number of Cortex
Slices Is 120.The Symbols (**) and (***) Indicate P<0.01 and P<0.001, Respectively. The Number of Adult Animals Used in the Experiment Is 18.

Cortex

Table 1: [3H]-Ouabain Binding with Cell Membrane of Brain Cortex Tissues
Number of ouabain molecules [*108]
Brain zones
Ouab. doses
PS+ouab.
PS+ NT MW+ouab.
p
10-9
0.29±0.02
0.25±0.02
*p<0.05
10-8
2.63±0.22
2.32±0.17
***p<0.001
10-7
26.95±1.8
24.16±1.78
***p<0.001
-6
10
259.94±19.53
239.07±16.43
**p<0.01
10-4
2623.34±155.03
2467.6±168.56
p>0.05
Sham- (PS +ouabain) injection
Experiment- (PS+ NT MW) + ouabain injection

∆ (%)
11.7 ↓
11.9 ↓
10.4 ↓
8.0 ↓
5.9 ↓
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4. Discussion
Water, being a dominant component of cells, is a common medium for intracellular reactions and has a determining role in cell
metabolism. The increase of cell hydration stimulates the metabolic reactions by activation of intracellular macromolecules [31] and
membrane proteins, having enzymes [27], receptors [32] and ionic
channel forming properties [33] by surface-dependent changes of
cell membrane.
It is known that in living cells intracellular osmotic pressure exceeds the extracellular one. As cell membrane is highly permeable
for water molecules, the metabolically driven water efflux balances water uptake by cell [15], [16], [34]. In our previous study it
has been shown that water influx through membrane has activation effect on Na+ and Ca2+ inward currents, while water efflux
from the cell has inactivation effect on them [33], [35]. Thus, the
release of endogenous water molecules during oxidative processes
in cells, besides activating cell metabolism by generation of water
efflux through the membrane, has counteracting effect on gradient-driven Na+ and Ca2+ influxes into cells.
Taking into consideration the facts that water structure is extrasensitive to EMF [11], [36], [37] and cell membrane permeability
for water is higher than for ions [16], [34] it is predicted that
EMF-induced water influx through the membrane should precede
the ionic one. Therefore, we have suggested that EMF-induced
changes of thermodynamic activity of water on cell membrane,
generating water fluxes through the membrane, could serve as a
primary messenger through which the modulation of cell metabolic activity is realized [36], [37].
The data obtained in present study have shown that dosedependent ouabain effects on brain cortex tissue hydration are
significantly changed upon the exposure of rats’ head with NT
MW (Fig. 1). These results clearly demonstrate that NT MW radiation is able to change the metabolic control of cell hydration in
brain cortex tissue at different concentrations of ouabain.
The obtained data showing that NT MW radiation on rats at
10-11M ouabain leads to more pronounced dehydration effect on
brain cortex than in case of sham animals (Fig. 1) allow us to consider the intracellular signaling system controlling cell hydration
as a target for NT MW effect on brain cortex hydration.
The data demonstrating that IP injection of sham-treated PS leads
to cortex tissue hydration in adult and dehydration in old rats and
that IP injection of NT MW-treated PS has hydration effect in the
same tissues of both ages of animals (Fig. 2) indicate that there are
different mechanisms responsible for the stress (IP injection)induced and NT MW-induced tissue hydration. It is known that
aging causes increase of [Ca2+]i leading to the impairment of metabolic activity of neurons [38] which is accompanied by neuronal
dehydration [39]. Therefore, stress-induced elevation of cortex
tissue hydration in adult rats can be considered as a result of increase of metabolic activity leading to the release of water in cytoplasm, while elevation of cortex tissue hydration in old rats as a
result of inhibition of metabolic activity of cells.
The data showing that IP injection of NT MW-treated PS has
more pronounced hydration effect on brain tissue in both ages of
animal groups than sham-treated PS (Fig. 2) support our working
hypothesis, according to which NT MW-induced changes of physicochemical properties of cell aqua medium could serve as a primary messenger for NT MW effect on cortex tissue hydration.
The data that at 7oC medium (where cell metabolism is fully
inhibited) the incubation of brain tissue samples in NT MWtreated PS leads to tissue dehydration (Fig. 3B), while at 20oC
medium (Fig. 3A) (where cell metabolism in brain samples tissues
is partly depressed compared to those in vivo state, Fig. 2) NT
MW-treated PS has hydration effect, allow us to suggest that the
hydration effect of NT MW-treated PS in vivo experiments has a
metabolic nature. However, the mechanism(s) responsible for this
effect, which has age-dependent increasing character, needs to be
elucidated.
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The crucial role of Ca2+ in realization of biological effects of NT
MW has been established since the works of Prof. Adey [2] and
Prof. Blackman [40], [41]. Later, it was shown that [Ca+2]i is increased upon the impact of NT MW. This was explained by NT
MW-induced activation of potential dependent-Ca2+ channels
[41], [42]. However, it is known that for the activation of potential-dependent ionic channels there is a need for depolarization of
the membrane by couple of mV’s, which energy is much higher
than the energy of NT MW. Therefore, the explanation of NT
MW-induced increase of [Ca2+]i by activation of potentialdependent Ca2+ channels seems unreliable. The next mechanism
through which Ca2+ uptake takes place is cAMP-activated R
Na+/Ca2+ exchange, which is sensitive even to nM concentrations of biologically active substances, such as synaptic transmitters and ouabain [43], [44].
The data of in vitro experiments where 50% [Na+]o PS (which
activates R Na+/Ca2+ exchange)leads to brain tissue dehydration at
20oC (Fig. 3A) and is elevated by NT MW-treated PSallow us to
consider the stimulation effect of NT MW-treated PS on tissue
hydration as a result of activation of R Na+/Ca2+ exchange. This
suggestion is supported by the data on the study of the effect of
NT MW-treated PS on 45Ca2+ uptake (Fig 5).
The fact that in vivo experiment IP injection of PS containing
45
Ca2+ having β radiation increases brain tissue hydration, like in
case of the effect of NT MW-treated PS containing 40Ca2+ (Fig. 4),
indicates that even low ionizing radiation, which changes the
physicochemical properties of cell aqua medium, has an impact on
45
Ca2+ uptake. However, the facts that IP injection of NT MWtreated PS containing 45Ca2+ has dehydration (Fig. 5) effect on
brain cortex tissue, while IP injection of NT MW-treated PS containing 40Ca2+ has hydration (Fig. 2) effect indicate that there are
different mechanisms responsible for these two effects on brain
tissue hydration.
The results obtained from the experiments of the present work
showing that NT MW-treated PS has statistically significant activation effect on 45Ca2+ uptake both in cases when Na+/K+ pump is
in active (ouabain-free medium) and in inactive states (in 10-4M
ouabain) indicate that NT MW-induced activation of 45Ca2+ uptake
does not depend on Na+/K+ pump activity (Fig. 5A). Previously it
has been shown that 10-9M ouabain which has activation effect on
R Na+/Ca2+ exchange in neurons is accompanied by the increase of
intracellular cAMP contents [30]. It has also been shown that 10 9
M ouabain has strong hydration effect on rats’ brain cortex and
heart muscle tissues and this effect has age-dependent reverse
character due to R Na+/Ca2+ exchange activation [39]. The data
that IP injection of NT MW-treated PS at 10-9M ouabain has no
activation effect on 45Ca2+ uptake (Fig. 5A) compared with shamtreated PS indicate that the stimulation of 45Ca2+ uptake by both
NT MW-treated PS and 10-9M ouabain is realized by the same
mechanism, i.e by R Na+/Ca2+ exchange. As R Na+/Ca2+exchange
functions in stoichiometry of 3Na+:1Ca2+ it is predicted that its
activation should lead to brain tissue dehydration. The data that
the activation of 45Ca2+ uptake by both 10-9M ouabain and NT
MW-treated PS containing 45Ca2+ is not accompanied by the
activation of cell hydration, while NT MW-treated PS containing
10-9M ouabain + 40Ca2+ activates 45Ca2+ uptake and is
accompanied by cell hydration allows us to suggest that NT MWinduced cell hydration, which depends on metabolism, is not a
direct result of the increase of [Ca2+]i.
Therefore, we suggest that the increase of intracellular cAMP
contents upon the impact of both 10-9M ouabain and NT MWtreated PS injections could be a reason for the changes of brain
tissue hydration.
This suggestion is supported by the data presented in Fig. 6 showing that NT MW-treated PS increases cAMP contents. The fact
that NT MW-treated PS also increases cGMP contents can be
explained by the activation of R Na+/Ca2+ exchange bringing to
the increase of [Ca2+]i which in its turn swiches on “Cacalmodulin-NO- cGMP formation” cascade [42], [45].
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The data that NT MW-treated PS has inhibitory effect on [ 3H]ouabain binding with cell membrane which is more pronounced at
10-9-10-7M ouabain compared with higher concentrations (Table
1) support our suggestion that the activation of cAMP-dependent
R Na+/Ca2+ exchange is the common signalling system through
which the effects of NT MW-treated PS at 10-9M ouabain on cell
hydration is realized.
Thus, on the basis of the obtained data it can be concluded that NT
MW radiation changes physicochemical properties of skin and sub
skin water contents, which in its turn leads to the activation of R
Na+/Ca2+ exchange. The latter is accompanied by the increase of
intracellular contents of cAMP in healthy (young) animals, and
leads to cell hydration which is a result of stimulation of oxidative
processes-induced release of endogenous H2O. Whereas, in nonhealthy (old) animals the cAMP-dependent activation of oxidative
processes is in a dysfunctional state and NT MW radiation leads to
neuronal dehydration because of the activation of R Na+/Ca2+. As
Ca2+ has multisided poisoning effect on neurons, we suggest that
NT MW radiation serves as a potential factor leading to the brain
functional impairment, especially when brain metabolic activity is
depressed (e.g. during aging).
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